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Abstract

A newMathematica package EinS is intended for calculations
involving sums of indexed objects �e�g�� tensors�� EinS auto�
matically handles implicit summations and dummy indices�
allows one to assign symmetry properties to new objects
and has an e�cient built�in simpli�cation algorithm based
on pattern matching� Further features include printing ex�
pressions in a 	�dimensional form� exporting into plain TEX
or LATEX with user�controllable alignment commands� con�
verting implicit summations into explicit ones� debugging
capabilities and online help messages� Some typical appli�
cations of EinS are described�

� Introduction

General Theory of Relativity is one of the traditional �elds
of application of computer algebra� Complexity of calcula�
tions typical for virtually any serious problem in this area
makes manual computations extremely tedious and unreli�
able� Starting from the 
��s many computer algebra sys�
tems were developed for the use speci�cally in General Rel�
ativity and more generally in the area of metric theories of
gravitation �
�� ��� It is necessary to distinguish between in�
dicial tensor computation and computation of components
of tensors� These two classes of packages are quite di�erent�
The latter usually allows one to compute a set of quantities
for given components of metric� components of Christo�el
symbols� components of curvature tensor� etc� Examples of
such packages are SHEEP �including CLASSI�� EXCALC
for REDUCE� CTENSR for Macsyma� and recently devel�
oped GRTensor�II for MAPLE� and TTC and CARTAN for
Mathematica� This paper is devoted mostly to indicial ten�
sor calculations� Here� indices �of tensors or other objects�
remain symbols and software operates with symbolic rela�
tions between various indexed objects� The principal aim of
a package for indicial tensor computations is to handle im�
plicit �Einsteinian� summation rules and to be able to sim�
plify expressions involving dummy indices and user�de�ned
symmetries of various objects� Among packages for indicial
tensor computations one can mention the packages appeared
in the late 
��s� ITENSR for Macsyma and STENSOR for

SHEEP and two newer packages for Mathematica� MathT�
ensor and RICCI�

However� each particular �eld of application of metric
gravity theories has its own speci�c language �i�e�� a set of
notations� conventions� etc�� and put forward speci�c re�
quirements to the computer algebra software� The author of
this paper works in the �eld of astronomical applications of
metric gravity theories� Typical calculations in this �eld rep�
resent operations with power series �e�g�� in powers of c�� as
within the post�Newtonian approximation scheme� involv�
ing many indexed objects �functions� tensors� etc�� with
various symmetry properties as well as partial derivatives
of the objects with respect to coordinates or other parame�
ters� Implicit �Einstein� summation notation is widely used
here� Another important property is that usually �time�
and �spatial� values of indices are treated separately� and
in some cases covariant and contravariant �spatial� indices
are not distinguished at all� A look at the existing pack�
ages for indicial tensor calculation showed that none of the
existing systems allowed us to handle automatically all the
properties of our research �eld mentioned above�

This forced us to implement our own package for oper�
ations with indexed objects �not necessarily tensors�� The
package is called EinS which stands for �Einstein Summation
handler�� EinS is a package for Mathematica which is one of
the best modern computer algebra systems� This allows one
to use the full power of Mathematica to treat the problem
under study� For example� such facilities of Mathematica
as arbitrary precision arithmetic� simpli�cation of rational
expressions� symbolic di�erentiation and integration� highly
controllable substitution mechanism� �exible formatted out�
put system� etc� are very important for applications� EinS
is a relatively small package� It consists of about � lines
of Mathematica top level code including on�line help mes�
sages� EinS is a �exible package which is relatively easy
to alter to solve any reasonable problem involving indexed
objects� General design and functionality of the package
resulted from scienti�c problems in the �eld of astronom�
ical applications of metric gravity theories� main require�
ments of which are listed above� EinS automatically han�
dles implicit summations and dummy indices� allows one
to assign symmetry properties to new objects and has an
e�cient built�in simpli�cation algorithm based on pattern
matching� Further features include printing expressions in
a 	�dimensional form� exporting into plain TEX or LATEX
with user�controllable alignment commands� converting im�
plicit summations into explicit ones� debugging capabilities
and online help messages� EinS supports also two kinds of






symbolic indices� �time�space� ones �say� running from  to
� in standard notations of General Relativity�� and purely
�spatial� ones �running from 
 to ���

EinS �as well as Mathematica itself� is not intended to
perform calculations with very large number of terms� The
most cumbersome computation which has been done with
the use of EinS was computing the Landau�Lifshits pseu�
dotensor for a generic metric containing terms of order of
O�c��� in g�i� The calculations involved about 	 terms
in the result and up to � in intermediate expressions�
Each term was a product of up to 
 indexed objects� some
of which were de�ned to be symmetric� Recent progress in
hardware allows EinS to operate with 
 or more terms
depending on their structure� However� if one has to oper�
ate with much longer expressions �say� with � 
 terms�
STENSOR or FORM ��� are probably a better choice�

Although there exist several packages for indicial ten�
sor calculation� algorithms of indicial tensor operations are
tricky� and every new attempt to implement them is of in�
terest� That is why even a small summary published about
EinS ��� attracted certain attention and a reference on EinS
appeared in a recent review on applications of computer al�
gebra in general relativity ����

� General structure of EinS

EinS works under Mathematica starting from the version
	�
� This allows one to employ the power of one of the
most comprehensive computer algebra systems� but� on the
other hand� it also requires from the user some knowledge
of the Mathematica�s interface and its top level language�
Although the semantics of the examples below are obvious�
we suppose that the reader possesses certain knowledge of
Mathematica� We describe below EinS by dividing its func�
tions into several groups and giving examples for each group�
In the examples below line starting from symbol ��� are in�
put from the user and those starting from ��� are response
from EinS�

� Commands which represent several built�in objects� E�g��
LeviCivita�i�j�k� and Delta�i�j� stand for the Levi�
Civita and Kronecker symbols� respectively�

� Commands to de�ne new indexed objects� their symme�
tries and their independence of certain parameters �for
example� coordinates or time�� E�g�� the command

� DefObject� A� �� ����	� �
��	� ����	 �

� DefObject�� Object defined as follows�
� input name� A� valence �
� symmetric in indices� ����	
� antisymmetric in indices� �
��	
� indices numbers� �
��	 are printed
� as superscripts
� indices numbers� ����	 are printed
� as subscripts

de�nes an object A with � indices� A is antisymmetric with
respect to its �rst two indices and symmetric with respect
to the last two ones� The �rst two indices will be printed
as superscripts while the last two ones as subscripts�

� A�i�j�k�l�

� ij
� A
� kl

When de�ning an object the user can specify the number
of indexes of the object� its print name to be used instead
of the input name� symmetry properties of the objects
and� �nally if each particular index of the object is to be
printed as sub� or superscript� EinS is not speci�cally in�
tended for tensors and does not distinguish automatically
covariant and contravariant indices� However� its �exible
printing capabilities allow one to mimic rigorous tensor
notations if it is necessary�

Another example is the command

� DeclareConstant�gamma���

� DeclareConstant�� gamma� valence � is declared
� constant

which de�nes the object gamma without indices to be con�
stant� Under Mathematica �� notebook interface EinS
makes full use of its new printing capabilities �e�g�� by
printing �space�time� dummy indices as greek letters� the
Kronecker�s delta as �� etc��� The user can also specify
any special characters as names of objects�

� Commands to declare particular symbols to represent co�
ordinates of a reference system� The command

� DefRS�x�t�

� �
 � i
� DefRS�� reference system t � c x �x � defined�

de�nes x�i� and t to represent coordinates and coordi�
nate time t � x��c of a reference system� This infor�
mation is used primarily to output various expression in

traditional notations� E�g��
�
�
� Aij

kl

�
�xs

can be de�ned as

� PD�gamma A�i�j�k�l��x�s��

� ij
� gamma A
� kl�s

It is automatically simpli�ed �taking into account that
gamma is declared to be constant above� and printed in
traditional notations�

� Commands to de�ne relations between objects including
implicit summation rules� E�g��

� S � DefES� A�i�j�k�l� Delta�i�j�� �i�j	 ��

de�nes S to represent Aij
kl �ij � EinS allows one to declare

each dummy index appearing in an implicit summation to
be �space�time� �running from  to N � where in default
case of ��dimensional space�time N � �� or purely �spa�
tial� �running from 
 to N�� The latter case is default�
EinS automatically distinguish between these two kinds
of indices� This allows one to use the package e�ectively
when working with ���
� split of space�time�

� Commands to simplify expressions� E�g��

	



� ComputeES�S�

� �

EinS simpli�es the expressions into several steps�

�
� transforming each term into a simple �canonical�
form �equal terms may still have di�erent forms af�
ter this operation� but it decreases substantially the
number of terms��

�	� subsequent pattern matching among the rest of
terms with the full account for symmetries of the
objects and the possibility to rename dummy in�
dices�

��� simpli�cation of the built�in objects by using their
pre�de�ned properties �e�g�� �ij �jk � �ik��

��� checking if each term of the result can be further
simpli�ed in virtue of some additional circumstances
�e�g�� Aij Bij will be simpli�ed to zero if A is sym�
metric and B is antisymmetric as in the example
above��

The steps can be executed manually one by one or auto�
matically in a reasonable sequence �this can be done with
the command ComputeES used above��

� Commands to print expressions in natural 	�dimensional
form with �pretty� automatically generated �and control�
lable by the user� names for dummy indices

� S � ComputeES�
� DefES� A�i�j�k�s� Delta�j�k�� �j�k	 �
� ��
� PrintES�S�

� ia
� A
� sa

� Commands to convert implicit summations into partially
�containing only �spatial� dummy indices� or fully ex�
plicit �containing no dummy indices� form� E�g�� fully
explicit form of S reads

� ToComponents�S�

� i
 i� i�
� A � A � A
� s
 s� s�

� Commands to export expressions into plain TEX or LATEX
form with �exible automatically generated line breaking
and alignment commands� This property is very impor�
tant if one works with long expressions and is unique
among all other indicial tensor packages� Here is an ex�
ample of output with the LATEX alignment commands

� T � S �  S �� � i��s� s��i 	 ��
� PrintES�T�

� sa ia
� A � A
� ia sa

� �TeXDialect��LaTeX�

� �TermsPerLine�
�
� EinS�TeX�T�

� �begin�eqnarray	
� ��
� A��sa� � 	��� � ia	
� �nonumber��
� ��
� �A��ia� � 	��� � sa	
� �nonumber
� �end�eqnarray	

This automatic output of EinS can be saved into a �le
and then edited with a plain text editor to get desired
LATEX or TEX layout� Usually only a few changes are
necessary �say� inserting nlabel� and deleting unnecessary
nnonumber��

� A set of commands to save de�nitions of objects and ex�
pressions in a form which can be read back into EinS�

� A set of low level commands which can be used by expe�
rienced users to implement any kind of additional opera�
tions with indexed objects�

� Several built�in procedures simplifying debugging of the
user programs�

� Online help messages for all commands�

All functions of EinS can work automatically with power se�
ries �say� in powers of c��� which allows one to use EinS e�ec�
tively when working within typical approximation schemes�

� Typical applications of EinS

Typical applications for which EinS has been actually writ�
ten are various calculations in �the post�Newtonian approx�
imation of� metric gravity theories� As an example three
typical applications will be outlined here�

��� �Canonical� form of the Landau�Lifshits pseu�
dotensor

The Landau�Lifshits pseudotensor is useful for a conve�
nient formulation of the conservation laws in general rela�
tivity� One can �nd several forms of the Landau�Lifshits
pseudotensor� that of Landau and Lifshits �actually two
forms� through Christo�el symbols and through derivatives
of
p�g g��� g being determinant of the metric tensor g���

Section 

 of �
��� and that of Fock �Section �� of ����� Al�
though these are various forms of the same quantity they
look quite di�erently� In order to check that the forms
coincide and to cast all of them into a form convenient
from the computational point of view a small program for
EinShas been written� which produces a �canonical� form of
the Landau�Lifshits pseudotensor t�� starting subsequently
from each of the forms mentioned above� The result can be
written as the sum of the following 
� terms representing
products �contractions� of the contravariant components of

the metric g�� and partial derivatives of the covariant com�
ponents with respect to the coordinates g�����

t�� �
c�


�� G

�
� g�� g�� g�	 g�
 g	��� g
���

� g�� g�� g�	g�
 g	��� g
���

�



� g�� g�� g�	 g�
 g
��� g���	

� g�� g�� g�	 g�
 g	��� g���


� g�� g�� g�	 g�
 g
��� g�� �	

� g�� g�� g�	 g�
 g	��� g���


� g�� g�� g�	 g�
 g	
�� g�� ��

�



	
g�� g�� g�	 g�
 g���
 g�� �	

� g�� g�� g�	 g�
 g���
 g���	

� �

	
g�� g�� g�	 g�
 g	
�� g����

�



	
g�� g�� g�	 g�
 g	��
 g����

�



	
g�� g�� g�	 g�
 g
��	 g����

� 


�
g	
 g�� g�� g�� g	��� g
���

�



	
g	
 g�� g�� g�� g	��� g
���

� g	
 g�� g�� g�� g	��� g���


�
�

�
g	
 g�� g�� g�� g���
 g���	

�
� �
�

Needless to say that the LATEX code for �
� has been pro�
duced by EinS� Note that the products of g�� can be factored
over the �rst 
	 terms and over the last � terms in �
�� which
makes it quite e�cient for calculations� One more line

� ComputeES� ll �  ll �� � a �� b� b �� a 	 � �

� �

allows one for check that �
� is symmetrical with respect to
� and 	� This fact is not obvious from �
� itself� Here� ll is

a variable equal to the Landau�Lifshits pseudotensor tab and
indices a and b are equivalent to � and 	 in �
�� respectively�

��� Landau�Lifshits pseudotensor for a generic
metric

For some calculations related to the post�Newtonian rota�
tional equations of motion of an extended� arbitrarily shaped
body it was interesting to compute the Landau�Lifshitz
pseudotensor in a rigidly rotating reference system ���� To
this end� EinS has been used to compute the Landau�Lifshitz
pseudotensor for the following generic metric

g�� � 
 �



c�
U �




c�
W �O�c���


g�i �



c
Ri �




c�
U i �




c�
W i �O�c���


gij ���ij � 


c�
U ij �




c�
W ij �O�c���� �	�

The computation consists actually in substituting �	� into
�
� and simplifying the result� Some properties of the re�
sult are presented in Table 
� It has been checked that
for a �nonrotating� �Ri � � PPN reference system our re�
sults coincide with the known results for the Landau�Lifshits

Table 
� Some properties of the Landau�Lifshitz pseudoten�
sor t�� for the generic metric �	�� Here g is the determinant
of the metric tensor�

Component Order Depends on No� of
of c terms

��g� t�� c� Ri �
c� Ri�U �U i�U ij 	�
c�� Ri�U �U i�U ij �W �W i�W ij 
��

��g� t�i c� Ri�U �U ij 
�
c�� Ri�U �U i�U ij �W �W ij 
��

��g� tij c� Ri 	
c� Ri�U �U i�U ij 
�

c�� Ri�U �U i�U ij �W �W i�W ij 
	��

pseudotensor �see� e�g�� Section ��� of �
���� The complete
expressions for the pseudotensor for the metric �	� are avail�
able from the author�

��� Local reference systems in the PPN formalism

Another interesting problem is a de�nition of the local refer�
ence system of a massive body in the PPN formalism� The
problem can be described in the following way� From the
physical point of view any reference system covering a re�
gion of space�time under study can be used to describe phys�
ical phenomena within that region� However� the reference
systems which o�er a simpler mathematical description of
physical laws are more convenient for practical calculations�
For a test observer one can construct a �proper� local refer�
ence system where gravitational �eld appears only as tidal
terms and the coordinates in the in�nitesimal vicinity of
the observer are directly related to the observable quanti�
ties� For many applications related with physically adequate
description of astronomical observations it is important to
construct similar �proper� local reference system for a mas�
sive extended body �e�g�� for the Earth�� In general relativ�
ity this problem has been solved in the Brumberg�Kopeikin
�
� 
	� 

� and Damour�So�el�Xu �	� formalisms� In both
approaches a local reference system �T
Xi� of a massive ex�
tended body satis�es two conditions� �A� the gravitational
�eld of external bodies is represented in the form of tidal
potentials being O�X��� �B� the internal gravitational �eld
of the body coincides with the gravitational �eld of a cor�
responding isolated source provided that the tidal in�uence
of the external matter is neglected�

Generalization of the formalisms onto the framework of
the Parametrized Post�Newtonian �PPN� formalism is very
important� since modern astronomical observations are one
of the most important sources of observational data for test�
ing General Relativity and for estimating the values of the
PPN parameters �e�g�� 	 and ��� Therefore� in order to get
physically meaningful estimates of the PPN parameters one
must use physically adequate relativistic models of the ob�
servables� Many of these models require �e�g�� the model
for Very Long Baseline Interferometry �VLBI� which is the
source of the best current estimate of �� a rigorous de�ni�
tion of the local reference systems in the PPN formalism�

�



The rigorous de�nition and its consequences are the subject
of our several recent publications ��� 
�� For this work we

made an extensive use of EinS� Mathematically the problem
can be expressed as �matching� of the metric tensor g��
of the global PPN reference system �t
 xi�� the metric ten�
sor G� of the local PPN reference system �T
Xi�� and the
coordinate transformations between them X��x���

g���t
x� �
�X�

�x�
�X

�x�
G��T
X�� ���

The metric tensor g�� of the global PPN reference system
is known apriori� The local PPN metric tensor G� as well
as the coordinate transformations X��x�� are supposed to
have some speci�c form containing a number of unknown
functions to be derived with the aid of matching ���� EinS
makes this task much more easy to complete� instead of sev�
eral months of manual computations in General Relativity
�

� only one week was required to write the corresponding

program for EinS� debug it� and perform all necessary cal�
culations and checks with the two PPN parameters 	 and �
��� 
��

	 Possible future improvements of EinS

It is our intention to keep the package su�ciently small and
easy to tune up for a particular problem� Potential users
should not expect that EinS is too general� Furthermore�
future developments of the package strongly depend on the
scienti�c problems in which the author will be involved� Fu�
ture improvements of EinS already scheduled in next releases
of EinS are as follows�

� re�ning the simpli�cation algorithm of EinS in three
major directions�

�
� splitting of dummy indices into subgroups which
cannot intersect apriori when performing pattern
matching in the algorithm of simpli�cation�

�	� handling more complicated symmetry properties
including linear and possibly non�linear identities
�
�� �� ���

��� automatic consistency check of symmetry proper�
ties �e�g�� Aijk should be immediately recognized
to be zero if it is de�ned as Aijk � Ajik and
Aijk � �Aikj �����

� implementing of a set of procedures dealing with sym�
metric trace�free parts �STF� objects �computing the
STF part of an arbitrary expression� taking into ac�
count the property of an object to be STF during sim�
pli�cation� etc���

Further details on EinS as well as EinS itself are
available from the author and the EinS�s home page
http���rcswww�urz�tu�dresden�de�eklioner�eins�html�
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